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Developing a competency based counselor education program essentially requires

a. systematic: design for instruction. Learning objectives are professional compe-

. /

tencies which can be d9monstrated at some pOint in the learning, process. Instruction
,

xs designed to implement the learning more efficiently and, directly. Evaluation is

based -on 'perfoxmarie

11We-the essential elements in this system, are Simple, the reality we are

dealing with -in counselor education is quite complex. In ealing with this can-
4' 6

plexity we have lacked an adequate.analysis of-the types of learning that are in-

volved in counselor education so that instruction Can be designed in/various ways to
_ i /

__

,

aeokint for different types of learning.outcomes.
1

And in relation to such an analysis,

we also need to examine the possibility of identifying any sequentially hierarchical
_-

lea.riii patterns that might enable us todo a better job of 'designing the counselor

education-instruction.
.

Iitundertaking this task I have drawn on "systems thinking" but I have been

forced by my own experience to move beyond what I believe are the parameter8 ofcom-
-:

petency based,' instruction. I have discovered that the limitations inherent in a

.

competency based approach cannot be transcended by a systems approach because the

system-as an in ectual tool is itself a limitation. At the same time, I hope .'

that by'defining the e 1 .tations systematically I will help reveal the possibil-

ities for more effeCtive training that exist both within and without these parameters.

I'' gin with the assumption.tW it is not possible to specify all the cam-9e

:\ . ,letencies that a counselor needs or should have for any given.setting. I furtherJ ---

Presented_ to Special Interest Group on Systems Research, AERA, Annual Meeting,
0. April, 1, 1075:'.

assume that even if all the important ca- tencies could be identified in some fashion,

4141,0,
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there would be many that could not be meaningfully (i.e.,. operationally) defined for.

the purpose of designing,instruction..

It follows from these as
,

sumptions that the, initial phase of designing instruction, \

. _ .
.

namely the statement of performance objectives (or competencies to be mastered), cannot
.

.

deal operationally with more than a limited range of important counselor capabilities.

/ \Thisliiiitation has important implications which I shall discuss later in this paper.

Given a range of competenciesIto be learned, it follows that some differentiation
..,.

needs.to be made of the,types,of learning involved. From such a differentiation it
-p

`Will follow that different learning experiences would be:designed to promote the dif-*
,

ferent types of learning that are desired. For this to occur systematically, a learn-

tag model is needed. The learning model which I shall use in this paper is based on

the work of Robert Gagne as applied to the design of instruction. (Gagne and Briggs, 1974).

Categories of Learning Outcomes

Gagne and Briggs identify five categories of learning outcomes: Intellectual Skills,
,

. !

Cognitive Strategies, Verbal Information, Motor Skills, and Attitudes. These learning
., . .

outcomes are understood as human capabilities. These capabilities are inferred from
.

,

observing* different kinds of performance in a variety of, ways and,situations. ,*A brief
I

summary description of each type follows:

Intellectual Skills are differentiated into skills of discrimination, identifying

concrete concepts, classifying, by means of definedconCepts (definitions),,demonstrating

a rule, and generating problem solving operations by the application of higher-order

rules.

Cognitive Strategies represent a medial kind of intellectual skill. They are

differentiatedfrom intellectual skills primarily on the basis of their being internally

organized skills which govern the learner's- own-EiirL;r. "(Gagne and Briggs, p.47).

Cogpitive7strategiegplY totvarious skills that the learner uses to manage the proc-
.

esses if attending, learning,lrememhering, and thinking. Obviously, this is a rather

complex human capability which represents a higher order capability that distinguishes;

1.)

ti
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it from tege intellectual skills per Se.
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/

Verbal Information involves the learning of abels, of facts

/

i-

°

knowledge. The key to such learning is the provision ofa larger meaningful context
. ,

through which information can be organized, stored in the memory, and retrieved for
/

,and of bodies of

use later.

`Attitudes have been defined from the standpo
O

*of both cognitive and affective

components. Gagne and Briggs,suggest the definitio of an attitude "an internal

state which affects an individual's choice-of actiok toward some.object, person, or
\

P

event".'(p.62). The emphasis is'on personal action as choices frc

ude (internal "state) is inferred..

Motor skills are "learned capabilities that

are reflected in. the rapidity, accuracy, force or

which n attit-

4

*
derlieperfo ces whoseoutcomes

thness of bo '157-movement".

(p.66). The key to learning motor skills is practi e with frequent feedback.to the

learner.

A Proposed Hierarchy of Learning Outcomes

'I propose a heirarchy of learning outcomes f

order'these five categories sequentially,. from e

1. Motor skills

/ .2. Intellectual skills

/
/ Verbal information

4. Cognitive strategies

5. Attitude learning

coUnseloredi4tiO4 that would.

ly to later de elopment, as follows;

ti

The body of this paper will provide the Fore atailey analysis Of this hier-'
1

atchy and its relevance to competency based rogram development; but
i

a brief summary

of the salient aspects of this hierarchy is offered 'here.
/ ,

I do not consider` that the learning of' motor skills is of any significant. in-,;
'

portance to counselor education. Those mo6ric responses that any ?Ounselor might

4



need to make in the context-of counseling areassumed.to be well developed_capa-,

bilities by the time the student. begins the counselor education program.. No turther

reference' will be made to motor skills. They being the hierarchy ,as an "assumed

given.

.
, t

.

While intellectual skills are extremely important to counseling, we must presume.
.

-.,
t 1,..,

that the Capabilities associated with intellecturl skills'have already been ade- -

qUately develOped by the time the student enters the counselor,education ,rogram.

The counselor education program will not teach discrimination, learning of concrete

conceptsk definitions, rules, and probleM solving with higher order rules. Counselor t

education competencies must assume these skills as part of, the selection procedure

and as part of the reality that the learning to be undertaken is by definition

"higher learning;' associated with graduate study. Our analysis will not consider

intellectual skills further. They are at.the second step of'the.hierarchy as an

assumed given.

The learning outcomes associated with the development of counselor competencies

actually begin with the third stage,of verbal information learning. Counselor com-

petencies,do require the learning.of new-bodies of knowledge and orderly constella-,

,-dons of facts and concepts. Intellectual skills already assumed am: important to
...,, -,

/ . -..
information learning. Specific instruction may be designed to attain the necessary

.

verbal information learning in counselor education.

WeJalso assume that the counselor education student begins the learning process
, T

/
= f,

with already well developed cognitive strategieS. However, the student must learn

to apply that capability to a whole new class of problems primarily associated with

interpersonal relationshipS; This requires new learning opportunities to practice

new problem solving skills associated with the learning category of cognitive strate-

gies. We further assume that the effective use of many cognitive strategies
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in counseling will require the prior learning of certain information. Thus, the

,____learning sequence would place sane of the verbal information, learning as subordinate

to the learning of cognitive strategies.
.

The final 'stage in the learning hierarchy involves attitude learning. I shall

make'a case that attitude learning, so tar as counselor education goes; is a

special case of learning that,cannot be subsumed within the boundaries of a comp-
,

etency based approach to learning. . I place attitude learning at the top of the .

hieraFEEir not as a sequential position but to suggest that it involves an aspect of

counselOreducation that must go beyond competency based instruction and proceed from

'quite, different assumptions from those,that goVern the learning of the.first four

categories.
\,

i
From a sequential point of view, attitudes are neither subordinate or superord-

__---

inate. Rather they pervade all other aspects of learning id counselor education and their
___-------

__.-

development must proceed simultane6Usly with all other stages and categories of the

-------dearning process. .

One further uc,id .of introduction is in order before proceeding to the detailed

analysis. The hierarchy as given can be understood as analogous to a continuum from

conscious to unconScious\7.earning experience. Although I do not understand con=

sciousnesSand unconsciousness to be strictly dichotomous, for the purpoSes of our

discussion, we can say that the first four stages of this hierarchy represent pri-

marily conscious or intellectual learning, and the last stage represents a mode of

learning that involves making contact with unconscious forces and processes. ..By

definition, the unconscious cannot be structured in the form of operationally de-

fined competencies and at this point the learning experience must extend beyond the

'boundaries marked off by a Competency based program.

Any analysis of types of learning outcomes must stem from the definition of

what is to be learned, or in our case the specification of the counselor competencies.



I, intend to beg this question in this paper. The sources from which a list of ;

counselor competencies can be drawn are numerous and various. At least one important

Published sourcefor schooll counselor. competencies is available (AFGAPress, 1973).

- = --.

MiCOnWOrk7,in writing counselor education objectives,- as well as other available

efforts, provides the basis, for this analysis of learning outcomes. (See: Gook,

.1974a, Winborn, et al, 1971)'

te.

DESIGNING COMPETENCY BASED INSTRUCTION,

, .. 7
,,

. .

The learning hierarchy described above assumes the prior development of the
.

first two stages, 'motor skills and intellectlial skills. The first learningout-.

came forwhichinstruction needs to,be deSigned within the counselor education pro-

gram is verbal learning'. In designing ingiruction for the learning of various,

kilowledge base information,. I do not assume the existence of any particular sub-

.

ordinate-s9erbrdinate learning sequente. There may be such identifiable sequences

within any particular knOwledge area (e.g., a learning sequence of correlation-
\

I \

vreiipility-validity-specific, tests), but there would not appear to be any obvious

. V
sequence that would require the study of one wirticular knowledge area before

studying another.

We do, however, assume that there are some meaningful sequences between verbal

learning and the learning of cognitive strategies. Thus, we can single out certain

knowledge base areas(such as psychological testing) which we might want students to

learn before they become too heavily involved in the more complex learning Of cog-

nitive strategies; (such as using test information in counseling). My analysis will

hopefully clarify this sequential relationship.



besiOling Instruction for Verbal Information Learning

Facts to be learned need a meaningful context and bOdies of knowledge need

to be orderly or'oganized in some fashion to maximize the learning: tMuch of this

kind of material can be developed in individualized instructional packages following

good principles of instructional design. (See, for example, Baker and Schutz, 1971,

Gagne and Briggs, 1974)...ThiS learning may take place independently of the claSs-
P'

room, Evaluation can be criterion.referenced.through testing that essentially asks

,

the learner to state in some way what has been learned.'

'I have produced such a learning package for the basic conceptual content of six,

counseling theories. (Cook, 1974). Other examples o1 f information learning in

counselor education would include occupational information, vocational development

theory, deasion making theory, concepts of psychological testing, ethical standards,

information and referral resources, and a variety of psychological and sociological

theories and concepts.

As I pointed out above, there is no inherent sequence wi thin the verbal in-
.

formation leading category for counselor education. kltrthefmOre, we are also safe

in assuming that much of the knowledge base learning that we would expect froM our

students in counselor education has already been learned.before beginning the pro-

gram. This means that the learner may provide his or her own sequencing in accord-

, ance with previously learned knowledge. By offering a variety of knowledge /informa-

tion learning packages and criterion referenced mastery tests associated with the

5
.

attainment of certain competencies, the learner can proceed at a rate and in a

sequence that is most suitable for him or 'het.
/

\I

I

-f:

In my judignent, the category of verbal information learning provides the most

. ./

systematically accessible learning area in counselor education for improving learning

efficiency and designing instruction that can be meaningfully related to performance

objectives.
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Designing - Instruction for Learning Cognitive Strategies

Designing instruction for learning outcomes. related to cognitive strategies. is,

much more canplex .and requires some careful analysis.' A cognitive strategy is an

internally organized skill for arriving at novel solutions tb problem situations. ,This

,

is not the same as applying a rule, even a higher order rule, to a similar class of

problems wflefle-the'solution is basically the same each time. This would'be a lower

level intellectual skill..

Cognitive strategies represent, in one sense,:the capability to deal with ife

situations by internally organizing strategies for, coping and taking necessary action

to deal with the environment. This is fundamental to' healthy existence. We recog-

nize that any cognitive strategy is dependent on the necessary development of
I

intellectual skills required for a partiCular problem solution. We also recognize

that some solutions May be precluded as options'by environmental circumstancel. But

given whatever conditions, limiting or otherwise, the capability to utilize effective
ti

I

cognitive'` strategies is an important human capability..

One important area of human concern for which counseling is sought can be

broadly classified as a breakdown in effective use of cognitive strategies. An

inability to make decisions is just one example, of an underdeveloped capability in
,

the cognitive strategy function. The task of'the counselor in such a situation might

literally be described as helping the client to improve his or her cognitive strat-

egy \capability. This is essentially;a. learning situation and one that brings a

close identity of counseling with the learning process.
1

1

There are a range of counseling procedures that may be appropriately described
\,

,

as cognitiVe strategies. Counseling for improved decision making skills is one

example. Rational-Emotive Therapy is essentially a methqd for promoting cognitive

restructuring so that 'a more rational (i.e., cognitive) approach may be taken toward
.1

solving life problems. Many behavioral counseling strategies such as contingency



a

contracts and behavior rehearsal involve the use of cognitie strategies..

In-a competency based prOgram, the counselor educator would need to identify

for the student a'range of cognitive strategy options for helping clientS solve or,

.deal with a variety of personal/developmental problems. The implementation of these

.tstrate ies'in counseling can often be described'in the operational terms required

of competencybased ised instruction. But fundamentally the performance that is involved

in demonstrating cognitiye strategies is 'the originating of novel solutions to

problem situationS.

Since the conditions of instruction for learning cognitive strategies can only

hame,an indirect effect upon their acquisition or improvement, the.learnini-Situation

cannot be directly controll d. (Gagneand Briggs, p..48). What is required, then,

is the provision of a varie y of opportunities for the use of cognitive strategies.

Every new'client, indeed ev ry new contact with the.same client, provides a unique

problem situation for the' unselor which provides practice in the use of cogni-

tive strategies,' A'variety of problem solving strategies for counseling may be
4

learned in thefformof new knowledge, but the application of those strategies

requires the internally organized skills we call cognitive strategies. This is a

creative process that.can only be developed through exposure to opportunities in

which the capability can. be practiced.

Many such opportunities in counselor education can be structured and simulated

outsidethe context.of.actual counseling experience. Such structured learning
. *

Ithroughout this diScussion the use of the terns cognitive Strategies" must
be understood in its specific use as, a type of learning outcome as earlier
'defined. It is not equated with any particular counseling s rategy or clan
of strategies. We are only saying that a wide range of co for activity
when counseling involves the use of that mental capability we call cognitive
strategy.
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experienceS include role playing) discussing case material, viewing films,aistening

to tapes. Put the further removed we are from the actual situation of use (Prac-

ticum or actual co seling position) the more indirect the, learning experience must
a !

,

be. Sia9e-i
, .

is not reasonable to assume that there is a single or "correct" way
. . .

, ,.

.

to deal with any, particular human problem, we must stress the development of the
, .

capability to work effectively with problems as the learning outcome we desire.

We are clearly at a much higher level'of learning complexity than we were with

verbal information learning. 'We must deal more indireCtly.with the attainment of

the learning. outcome and we can only infer from indirect indices of performance that

learning has taken place.

:. . ,

It may help to clarify a bit more the nature of this learning category in coun-

selor.education if we focus 1 i. typical counselOr education learning experience often

.

. 1 \

called "tesponSive listening ". There are particular kinds of verbal responses, for'
, : t

example, verbal. reflection of client statement, that a principle-can be taught and

%learned in counselor education. On closer inspection, ever, this verbal response --,
_ . .

learning cann/ot be reduced to ei her information learnt g or the application of a rule.

is
Iv

I
.

Each client//response s unique\r ch client response occurs in the context of a

comMunication process. The coUnselor may be able to

responses

a clasS of verbal counselor

..

view requires the internal organizing skills of a cognitive strategy. E'Ven if the

'counselor is primarily just listeningt.there is cognitive processing and ordering 4
\

.

information going on .at a conscious level.

In my opinion, any analysis of the\communication process in
\

responses, but the proceSs of utilizing that class'of responses in a counseling inter-
.

ling that

reduces the process to a collection of d.ferent verbal response skis may enable

the direct teaching of those skills, but will interfere,with the learning of the

moreecon3plexprocess of cognitive strategies. In such a complex cOmunication.pro-

.

-cess as counseling we also encounter those inner, attitudinal factors that further



complicate the learning process and-411:th are not subject to operational analysis

for. instructional. purposes.
- ,, --

To summarizethe learning of cognitive strategies, we must recognize that this
, .

.
. ..,*

higher order of complexity increases the aifficulty of defining competencies in a
.

1
!

-.... ,

1

direct way, of designing direct means of instruction, and of. evaluating tie attain- .

,
1. ,.....,_

.

ment of competencies by directmeans.. In or 'r forcompetencybased learning of cogni-

tive Strategies to take place, the coun-21or educator must be willing to foreg6.-

i
-. \

.

di'ect operational specifications' f the competencies to be learned and move to a
,

.

. 1 ,

mOrdlindirect statement of those compe holes. One type of indirectly stated

I o'.
.

tery'cddid'relate the to.the\attaliment of certain broad tcomes
,

. I,'
_,.;,: :

with clients tha `Mould,ibuldiresult from' acceptable p'erformance. Instruction. methods,with

in turn, must also'be indirect and primari y allow for a range of learn" g.situa-

tions or learning experiences in wffich/he cognitive strategies may be tried.out, '

These experiences can certainly be graded somewhat from simple to complex'and . .
.

. . ,

from pdrtial or limited to a completed series of counseling' contacts.

ATTITUDINAL LEARNING - THE INNER DIMENSION

Irthere is a fundamental br generic learning that is basic to the development

of the. counselor, I would say that it wduld be the inner development or attitudinal
\\

,

..

.-. /
developpn nt, that emanates from the uncons ious:.side f the human. personality. THis :

is not to,'say that conscious learning experiences are not important or do not,tn:

quence attitudinal and inner development. They do. Butthey are not the-only source

of that development.

Gagne and Briggs ih discusSing attitude learning focused on the individual's

personal action thr4filichoiN made as ihierking the presence or abeence bf an
ti

internal state we call an attitude:. This poses something of a-dileinna, however',

when we focus on attitude learning.
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If lide define a particular deSired attitude as being inferred from the behavior
,

I

of the individual, then why not simply try to change the behavior directly and assume

that the appropriate attitude Will follow? This is_essentialli what Gagne and Briggs
- .

,

suggest in the two_basic_ways-they approach attitude learping. (p. 63-65)
.

.
.

. /
i

:ThefirSt approach is the direct method of reinforcing the behavidr that. is
-,/

4 manifested by.a particularly desired attitude. The assumption is that"success"in

performance will lead to a favorable attitude toward that 4phavior. This approach,
. . .

it seemS to me, does not. require any assumptions about or concern with attitudes.
. .

per se; ther it goes directly to the behavior as the easiest point of access to
, r. %, ;;: . % .

:,.

the chicken-egg relationship between attitude and behavior. /

A second approach to attitude learning is the, indirect method of modeling. By,

-.,.. -
.

watching someone else act in a particular way, and by seeing that person, attain

',N.',
success and take satisfaction or pleasure in that success, the learne/' istvicariously

..-.
/

reinferced:for duplicating the perforffiance. Such learning must assume the capa-

bility to duplicate thehroaeled behavior. In addition to this, Gagne and Briggs

point out that "An attitUdeof respect for or identification with the human model, must

preferably be already present in the learlr." (p.65) This brings the problem full.

-- '\Circle. Where does that attitude of "respe rcome fromwhich is a prerequisite to

learning the modelea behavior?

\ .

We can find a similar problem of attituaelearning within, counselor education
. \

,
\. \

,when we ex ne the modality of client Centered therapy. Carl Rogers has argued through- /
_ ,

I

out his writings that the fundamental requirement of effective client centered counseling

is the attitudef unconditional positive regard toward the client and the attitude
. ,

of genuineness on the-- art of the cOunselor that is effective in bringing abut change

in the client.



.

t is typically taught, often through modeling the behavior, .4:.:e those_

LsponSive listening skills'? of restatement, reflection, silence, summar-.z.ing a
.

. -,

/Model of the-clienA's concerns, and focused statements of the client's pro lem. We.-

-_---
.

apparently assume that if.students can learn to behave as we have,,they will learn

the appropriate attitudes. According to Gagne and Briggs, if the student sees us

model the behaviorj sees that we are successful and derive satisfaction Bram our success,

and if we have the student's respect, the attitude may be learned. Tn ractice, however,

the only t ng that we can count on being learned are the particular Skills that are

modes &e And students themselves often argue that focusing on these skills often in-

ter eres. with thel'"natural" expression of themselves in the counseling interaction.
-

We must ask whether there Might not'be inportant internal states..orattitudes.

for effective counseling that can neither be inferred from behavior nor influenced by

behavior or any other conscious activity? only by assuming this possibility can_we

break free of the tautology that identifies internal states with external behavior,;-
\

Jteinfprcrg d6sired attitudes (i.e., behavior) or offering.ahuman model of a,

desired attitude (i.e., behavior producing success and satisfaction), seems to in-

yeive only

discussed.

the Primarily consciousicognitive learning Protess that we have already

In any case, the behaviors that we want counselor education students to

learn are almostexclusively some type of verbal behaviors. The behavioral.choices

are among classes of verbal.response patterns, including silence. But the attitudes

that we consider important in counseling are in some sense affective and thlefore,

-noetotally subject to co cious ego 11Fol. Attitudes as feelings cannot be

/taught, they can only be yoked. Sikh evocative methods require an altogether dif--: ,
.:.

,=

..

. eFent class of learning experiences and cannot be defined in operational terms.

What would it mean to specify an attitudinal competency as "the ability,to communicate

unconditional positive regard?" And is that equivalent to "the ability.to reflect
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.a client feeling response accurately enough that -the client accepts_ the statement
/ .

as anadequate reflection of those feelings?"

Attitude Learning:- Beyond Competency Based Instruction
A e:

The entire premise upon which a competency based program rests is an external
/'

premise. Cbmpetencies are defined as oPerational performances that can be observed

and evaluated through direct and bidfretct means. This. precludes the specification

o't any competency that does not have an external reference point from which the cum-
, .

-petency can be inferrT.i. As far as the learning situation goes, then, the.inference be-

comes rather unimportant and the external reference point is the focus.

I, however, we look to the unconscious dimension of the human personality and
-,. ,.......---'

I ,

assume that there is an inner influence or inner wisdoni that touches our -thought-gr-
. i

----

--:-----feelings,, and behaisior from within, then we are nO. longer dealing- with the same-kind
/..-----

of learning for which we can state objectiVes and design instruction "(at least not

the kind of instruction that has been discussed so far).

The question must obviously be raised,-hen, if we assume there are internal
..

states that are uninfluenced by conscious experienCe, of what concern should that be
,

1
to the planning-of a counselor education program? Of course, if the assumption is

rejected as untenable in the first instance there is no issue to deal, with. If in-
(

ternal states or processes are not directly accessible from without, then they don't

mater. On the other hand, if the assumption is rendered tenable by empirical evidence

then Counselor education needs to deal,more directly with this important human reality.

Ini order to deal with this issue, theyremise upon whiCh it is based must at least

be understOod, if not accepted. It is this: The totality of the huroan psyche en-

comPaSses, both consciousness and unconsciousness. The two are not dichotomous but

exist in relationship,to each other on,a continuum analogous to light and darkness,
, ..

.0 .40
the extent of one isialways relativeto the extent of the other. Some of the contents



...

of our unconscious selves consist of once,conscious, acw repressed or forgotten ex-

perience. But at the deepest level of the unconsciOus there is,an autonomous, directing

.1

\ ' ,

principle that merges into consciousness only in Symbolic form. It carries meaning
, 4.,

to our awareness through dreams, visions,- the creative imagination, art forms, and

twilight imagery. This part of our unconscious can be understood as the source of

our creativity or an inner wisdom. In this sense we cannot teach it anything' from the

standpoint of our conscious lives. Rather oUrconsciousnesscan learn fromit simply

by cooperating with., it, allowing it to have access to our awareness by paying attention

to the form and the uenner in which its messages come. Once these messages reach con-
.

,
_ _ ... -- ,

_

sciousness-they do not need to be "understood in an intellectual sense. No analysis

of them is necessary. Rather the energy that they bring to our conscious lives is in
- - N

itself a positive., directing, and enabling force for our outer living. (See:. Jung, 196

Progoff , 1973a, 1973b)

I recognize that the preceding paragraph must sound strangely mysterious and to

some even incomprehensible, especially when juxtaposed to What preceded it thus far.

That is a function of the necessity to use a different language, even a different styl

when speaking of the deeper aspects of the human psyche. BUt if this description is

I

accurate representation of empirical experience, then this has very important i.m-

plications for counseling and the preparation of counselor4.

The Unconscious Perspective

,

Depth psychology hks been all but ignored incouns ling psychology, the "big

brother" of counselor education. The "Godfather", clini al psychology has drawn pr

arily on Freudian psycholOgy when it has paid any atten on to the unconscious at a Iv
,

Psychiatry has been dominated by the Freudian view, bu 'has had little or no affect

upon counselor education in any case. What I am prop9 rag as a depth psychology p -
%

Spective, homever, is not the more reductive view Freud, but the holistic view f

C.G. Jung. Within counseling psychology, and copnselor education the .theorist and
11)
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practitioner who has come closest to articulating this view is Carl Rogers. Yet,

even Rogers doss not 'deal very explicitly with unconscious forces. But his principle

of "growth drectedness" is similar to the autonomous part of the psyche described

by Jung.
1

Beyond Rogers, we could say that all the major

that might typically be
_

included_ or touched_Upon in

on the conscious side of the human
=

-conscious side would be Adlerians,

Reality Therapy, Rational-EmotiVe

alities operate almost exclusively

aspects of the humanpersonality.

contemporary nodes of counseling,

counselor education programs.focus

perSonslity. Those operating closest to the un-

Gestalt therapists, and Transactional Analysts.

Therapy, and the wide variety of behavioral mod-
.

in the framework of conscious/cognitive/behavioral

It is this end of the spectrum that-is most amenable to specification and there-...!

fore, to competency based systems approacheA. But as soon as we move toward the un-

conscious dimension, we are moving away from competencies and into affective, in-

ternal, attitudinal experiencing. These are not directly depnable nor directly ed-
.,-

ucable. They are, however, important influences in the individual human personality

and in the counseling relationship.' Problems of unconscious projection that affect

both the counselor and the counselee, for example, are seldom dealt with in the typical

comtselor education program because they can't.be contained in a "coMpetency".or

t

a "performance".

I believe thatrthe fi7ld of counseling and its "big brother" counseling psychology,

have been generally, deprived of the dimension of depth psychology, except for a limited

relationship with Freud. Limited to Freud, however, depth' psychology remains a largely

rational, conscious undertaking focusing on analytical, intellectual tools for approach

ing the unconscious. These tools have been largely eschewed by counseling psycholo7

gists in favor of more cognitive/behav oral strategies that largely ignore the uncon-.

1
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scious. Furthermore, the range of problems identified as the domain of co seling

has generally been limited to the concept of "normality" and viewed in the context

\

of general human development. This has led.to a focus on conscipusly developed

patterns of behavibr. Skills and strategies are Primarily-addressed todirect,

rAther than indirect treatment of problems. The major "non-directive" treatment',
. . . . -

Client-Centered-Counseling,16sumes an "inner-directedness" yet pays little attention

,

in its methodology to anything more than the verbalized affect of the client'. The

.---

personality theory upon which it is based attributes the development of self-concept

problems to inadequate or negative interpersonal (i.e., environmental) circumstances.
.

,

The solution to this problem is to be found in the special relationship offered by.

'the counselor, a necessary and sufficient condition for client improvement.

What we are left with is an overwhelming emphasis' on the development of par-
,

ticular interviewing skills, on responsive listening skills, on the application of

a wide range.or-Specific treatment strategies; mostly behavioral interventions or

cognitive'interVentions. The etiology and dynamics of human behavior is viewed almost

entirely from the perspective of conscious learning. Even the relatively limited

view'of the repregsed unconscious is hardly dealt with in the, learning situation

of counselor education.

At the same time the counselor's level of self understanding is considered

of great importance for the development of appropriate empathy, unconditional regard,

the ability to listen openly, and so on. One's own hang-ups, neurosesAor other

psychic difficulties are to be brought into awareness and under control through one

or more ofthe same approaches that are-being taught as the basis for counseling.

competence. Yet, self understanding developed on that basis cannot go any further

than the perspective of the counselor education program itself which in most cases

begins''and ends with the conscious egO. The tacit assumption is that the psyche
A

eqUals 'consciousness.

i.o



Thig truncated view'is good for systematizing programs and developing competency

based instruction, but I believe it retards the development of our students and

pedes or'at least limits the kind and quality of help that counselors, might other-

wise be able to'offer individuals.

I am pzoposing t we expand our-horizons and make it possible'to move beyond

the limits o tency based programs without necessarily sacrificing the, increased

efficiency an4 improved specificity of those programs within the parameters that

allowfor such specificity., This requires that counselor education programs provide4 '
fora. kind of second learning track to 6maltaneously accomp iy the competency based

. i

.

, \.
learning track already described., The remainder of this paper '11 attempt to briefly

sketch' what that second track-might -look like in.practice.

Learning From,Our Inner Wisdom:. The View From Within

Psychic heaLth is to be understood as the maintaining of a balanced relationship,
(

between the con cious and unconscious aspects of the psyche., Neither is to be sac-

,;rificed to the other or the psychological health of the person will syffer.
.

is

i

Fromthe point of view of .ego psychology we can readily underst d how wear egos\
,.

or "low ego strength" can be a problem for a person. But unless wecap also view the
ipsyche from within, we cannot see as clearly how the super7ratiorlif, ego inflated or

"head tripping'" person will also be in psychological difficulty. If theKe is an auton-
\cmouS apsect to our unconscious side irhat brings its own wiOon and direction and

movement into consciousness through lie means, then it would follow that to

cooperate with that movement will be to cooperaip with the healthy grcmth:of. the self.

This is the assumption I am making. This is not the place Ito review the. empixical/

experiential evidenceat supports this assumption,

few of the sources where the evidence is discussed.

of the psyche is predominantly basedvn the woKkof C.G. Jung as

but ik stead I will Cite just a

'SuffiCe it to say that this view

PrOgoff. (See: Jung, 1966, Progoff, 1973, 1973aN.973b)

extended by Ira
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If counselor educators take seriously their concern for the growth in self

understanding of their students, then it must follow that this more holistic view

of psychological health would behighly'relevant to that concern. What rains is to

suggest the kind of learning experience within counselor education that could be

structured to promote this kind of self development. :

The use of the Intensive Journal (Progoff,1973, 1975) or some similar-kind of,

psychological workbook provides one basis for a structured learning experience to

/

promote this cooperative relationship with the-unconscious..

"The Intensive Journal is a uniqUe personal workbook structured in such a way

as to make it an active instrument, not simply a passive recording instrument like a

diary: The interplay of exercises and techniques that have been developed for its

use builds a movement within the person that propels,him forward in his outer life.

-s

The Intensive Journal thus enables a person progressively to restructure his life

goals at his own tempo and in his own terms." (Dialogue House Associates, Inc)

The key to this prOcess is found in the "nonanalytical methodology that reflects

harmoniously the creative Elan of life as that life-force is' moving at the depth of

the individual psyche". (Progoff, 1973b, p.x) In contrast bottle rational method of

analysis, the-nonanalytical method is more psyche-evoking, directing our attention

"to thoSe levels of human experience that are not directly accessible to our personal,

or subjective, consciousness. We are not conscious of them, and to that degree ire

say that they are.part of the unconscious. They are not, however, composed o,emnants

of repressed past experience, what Freud called the unconscious repressed and Jung /

called the personal unconscious; neither do they belong to those half-unconscious levels
_

that condition social behavior and form the realm of the interpersonal. Beyond the person-
,

\,

al and beyond the interpersonal, thesplbols of the epth dimension reflect the organic

and the elemental ground of life. They are transpersonal." (p.xiv)



Having a method such as this to enable the counselor education student to work
1-

in his -sr her own individual life and to have opportunities to dialogue about one's
. /

individual growth' in this way, would provide a parallel track for individual inner,
. .

/
,.

development to accompany the outer conscious developments primarily consisting\of

' knowledge base learning and cognitive strategy practice. Such a program would provide
. I ), /

a total learning experience rather thana partial one.,
/
/

.

In such a program competency would no longer be limited to a definition of knowl-

edge learned and certain performances demonstrated. Rather competendy would encom-

pass tho/se definitions and also the development of an inner aw areness that would

. /
illuminate and guide sensitive use of all those competencies for the benefit of

persons seeking counseling help. This increased inner awareness would be as rele-

f

vant,to the organizational functions of counselors as to the individual counseling

functions.

-

Without thAs dimension included in our counselor education programs, I believe

r-

that competen y based programs and the systems approach that facilitates their

developaent '11 not produce any better counselors than are now produced by the

4

most traditional programs we have. In which case, I do not believe that the effort

involved,in bringing about such competenCy basedprogran changes would be worth much.
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